SHOPPING

When you go shopping, look out for another English name: the mall.

There you will find jeans (stretch or skinny), shorts or tennis shoes. Women might go to the supermarket while the men browse the latest gadgets.

Maybe you are going to a black tie party, or perhaps you want to look for a trendy outfit. It might be easier to find a cheap jacket at an outlet – a shopping centre that is permanently on sale. With a little bit of luck you might even find an 80% off deal. Almost free!
PLAYING SPORTS PHRASEBOOK

Who’s winning?
Who’s winning?

Who’s playing?
Who’s playing?

What’s the score?
What’s the score?

I want to see the match
I want to see the match

Are you showing the match here?
Are you showing the match here?
AN ORDINARY DAY

We’re sure you must be familiar with a few English words by now, especially those that are used in everyday conversation. But if you know someone who can’t think of a single word in English, then maybe they’re suffering a blackout and might need a checkup. Get your emergency kit!
AN ORDINARY DAY PHRASEBOOK

Let’s get the ball rolling
Let’s get the ball rolling

Let’s call it a day
Let’s call it a day

You can call the shots
You can call the shots

That company is in the red
That company is in the red
DON’T STOP HERE!

As you can now see, English is very much ingrained in your life. That’s a great start. But if you really want to speak English well you need the right language school to help you.

How about a school that, like the English language, can always be present in your life?

That is what EF Englishlive offers you:

**Live Private and Group Classes**

Practise your English with our Group Classes and make even more progress with our Private Classes. Learn from our native or bilingual English professors.
ABOUT EF ENGLISHLIVE

Discover how we can help take your English to the next level.

VISIT: englishlive.ef.com/en-gb
CALL: +44(0)2033182529